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Buyers, workers and auctioneers attend
the first tuna auction at the new Toyosu
fish market, the first day of the market’s
opening in Tokyo yesterday. — AFP 

Clay artifacts bearing Mesopotamian writing are seen on display at
Nabu Museum.

Clay cones bearing Mesopotamian writing are seen on display at
the Nabu Museum.

Lebanese businessman Jawad Adra (left), one of the founders of
Nabu Museum, walks alongside the museum’s French curator Pas-
cal Odille (right).

The cries of the raucous pre-dawn tuna auction rang out for
the first time at Tokyo’s new fish market yesterday, just days
after the world-famous Tsukiji site closed the door on its 83-

year history. The location may have changed but the ritual re-
mained the same: huge whole tuna laid out on the ground, bells
tolling to sound the start of the auction and a loud and bewilder-
ing system of bidding understood only by those taking part.
“There we go. We’re off,” said Kiyoshi Kimura, one of the celebri-
ties of the sushi world, who owns the Sushi Zanmai chain and has
previously paid record prices for tuna at New Year auctions. “We
won’t get the same prices today,” he told AFP with a smile.

On Sunday, after an emotional final tuna auction the previous
day, the Tsukiji market’s famed “turret trucks”-one-man flatbeds
with a barrel-shaped steering column at the front-began the mass
exodus to the new site. However, the move was a lengthy and con-
troversial process. Few would contest the fact that Tsukiji was
past its prime, and there were concerns about outdated fire reg-
ulations and hygiene controls. In contrast, the new market, located
around two kilometers to the east at Toyosu, boasts state-of-the-
art refrigeration facilities and is nearly twice as big again as Tsuk-
iji, already the world’s largest. But Toyosu is located on the site of
a former gas plant and the soil was found to be contaminated,
forcing local authorities to spend millions of dollars to clean it up
and delaying the move.

‘Not the same atmosphere’ 
The early morning tuna auction at Tsukiji became an institution

and a must-see for tourists to the Japanese capital, who lined up

from the night before to be one of the 120 allowed to witness the
organized chaos. Especially at the first auction of the new year,
wholesalers and sushi tycoons have been known to pay eye-wa-
tering prices for the biggest and best fish. The record still stands
from 2013 when 155.4 million yen ($1.8 million) was paid for a 222-
kilogramme bluefin. The move affected not only the famed fish-
mongers, but also fruit and vegetable vendors, restaurants and
other shops in the inner market.

The so-called outer market, with bricks-and-mortar shops
selling everything from seaweed to coffee, will remain after the
move. But the warehouses that housed vendors and additional
shops and restaurants are expected to be leveled to make way,
initially, for a transport depot for the 2020 Olympic Games. Tokyo

mayor Yuriko Koike has insisted the new complex is safe and will
provide a “cutting-edge” environment for the selling of fish.

However, for some Tsukiji veterans competing in their first auc-
tion in the brand-new, sanitized and enclosed new arena, the move
has deprived the market of some of its soul. “It’s not the same at-
mosphere as at Tsukiji,” said Lionel Beccat, a Michelin-starred
chef who has been going to the pre-dawn auctions for years. “On
a purely professional level, maybe Toyosu is better, but on a sen-
timental level, it’s Tsukiji. The head says yes, but the heart says
no,” Beccat told AFP, referring to the new location.

‘Not completely reassured’ 
Koike has promised to listen to the numerous complaints about

parking spaces for vans and traffic jams. “It’s too early to say how
it will turn out. We’ll see when we start using it but we are not
completely reassured,” said one tuna trader. Meanwhile, back at
Tsukiji, a few dozen protesters broke through lines of city officials
and forced their way back in to the old premises-populated now
mainly by rats. Some protesters have suggested keeping the Tsuk-
iji site in case of serious problems at Toyosu. “We didn’t want it
to come to this but we wanted to come here because it’s our right.
We still have a commercial license here. We have not given it up,”
said one fishmonger to AFP. — AFP

First tuna auction at Japan’s ‘new Tsukiji’ market

There are “ushabti” from Ancient Egypt, finely
carved turquoise figurines traditionally placed in coffins
to ensure passage to the afterlife. Nearby, a contem-
porary sculpture of a mortar missile by Lebanese artist
Katya Traboulsi is adorned with hieroglyphs. The art-
work is topped by a sculpted bust of the Ancient
Egyptian god of the sky, Horus, instead of a warhead.

‘Ray of optimism’ 
Visitors can see Lebanese artist Saliba Douaihy’s

abstract landscape paintings, one largely red, the
other bright blue. But they can also admire terra-
cotta statues harking back to the Phoenician period
found during marine excavations off the southern
coast of Lebanon. “You can see the seashell and
limescale deposits on them,” says Odille, of the fig-
ures from the sixth or seventh century BC. The mu-
seum’s founders-two Lebanese and a Syrian-want
it to be a beacon of hope in a region scarred by
conflict and the brutality of jihadists.

“Nabu is the god of writing and wisdom. Not the
god of war,” says Lebanese co-founder Jawad Adra.
“We’re a ray of optimism in this region, amid all this ob-
scurity,” says the 64-year-old, whose colorful, modern-
art inspired tie contrasts with his grey suit. The project

cost $7 million, the organizers say. But the works on
show only represent a fraction of its founders’ private
collections, and there are plans to switch the exhibits
every few months. Adra’s personal collection includes
2,000 items from the Levant and Mesopotamia regions,
according to the exhibition’s catalogue.

The businessman says his hobby dates back to his
childhood. “I’ve been collecting stamps and coins since
I was 10,” says Adra, who now heads a Beirut-based
polling company and owns quality control labs in the
Gulf. He says it is time to give back. To set up the mu-
seum, he banded together with Syrian business partner
Fida Jdeed, and fellow Lebanese entrepreneur Badr El-
Hage, who runs a rare book firm in London.

‘Payback’ 
“We’ve all reached an age where we’re starting to

ask ourselves, ‘What have you done? What have you
given your country?’,” he says. Lebanon’s interior min-
ister recently attended an evening inauguration cere-
mony at the Nabu Museum.  In Lebanon, a 2016 law
demands all private owners of antiquities register their
items with the ministry as part of its efforts to combat
illegal trafficking. Adra says that “a large part” of his
collection has been declared to the authorities, and he

is registering the rest.
In recent years, part of the region’s cultural heritage

has been damaged, destroyed or looted by armed
groups including jihadists. The Islamic State group in
particular swept across large parts of Syria and neigh-
bouring Iraq in 2014, wrecking countless historical sites
in territory it controlled. Mahmud Al-Obaidi, who de-
signed the museum building with fellow Iraqi artist Dia
Azzawi, sees the project as compensation for years of
loss. “I feel this place is payback for everything that has
been destroyed,” says the 53-year-old, who left Iraq in
1991 for Canada. 

With governments in the region busy battling trou-
bled economies and poverty, personal initiatives are key
to preserving culture, he says. “Our states don’t take
culture seriously,” says the artist, dressed in a light blue
linen shirt and dark blue jacket, whose work is on show
inside the museum. 

Yet, passing civilizations live on in their art,
Obaidi says. “They don’t realize that everything
fades away, but it’s the books, paintings and antiq-
uities that remain,” he adds. — AFP


